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Morphology of a solidifying interface near a spherical particle: Disjoining pressure effects
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Numerical simulations were conducted to determine the morphology of a solid-liquid interface near an
insoluble spherical particle. The model accounts for the undercoolings due to the front’s curvature and to the
nonretarded van der Waals interactions. Our numerical results show that, in the near-contact region, the
interface profile develops a sharp peak whose curvature has a logarithmic singularity. This is in agreement with
the asymptotic analysis of a previously published equation for the interface profile.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we focus on the analysis of the shape o
advancing solid-liquid interface as it approaches a neutr
buoyant particle. The analysis pertains to the case of a s
front whose deformations are induced solely by its inter
tion with the particle. Our interest in this problem has be
largely motivated by applications in the fabrication of pa
ticulate metal matrix composites@1,2#. For a general review
of the problem, we refer the reader to Refs.@3–5#. It is well
known that the presence of a foreign particle near a so
liquid interface modifies locally the melting point of the su
stance. The change in the melting point is due to sev
factors, such as the difference in thermal conductivities
the particle and melt, the disjoining pressure and the hyd
dynamic pressure that arise in the melt film separating
interface from the particle’s surface. The quantification of
front’s deformation in terms of the material and process
properties is essential to the understanding of the interac
of inclusions in the melt with a solidifying interface. Th
dependence of the interface morphology on the physical
processing parameters has not been fully resolved and
determination remains an intensive area of research.

Two lines of inquiry are considered here:~i! the numerical
investigation of the morphology of the interface near a f
eign particle when the undercooling due to the disjoin
pressure is the sole cause of interfacial distortion,~ii ! com-
parison of the numerics with the predictions of a previou
published asymptotic analysis of the same problem@6#.

II. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF THE INTERFACE
PROFILE

Consider a spherical particle of radiusa that is placed in
the melt a distanceh` from the planar solid-liquid interface
as illustrated in the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 1.

On using an axisymmetric setup with the vertical coor
natez and radial coordinater, taken along the solid-liquid
(S/L) interface, the particle-liquid boundary is given by

@z2~a1h`!#21r 25a2. ~1!
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Assume that the coefficients of thermal conductivity of t
particle and the melt are equal. Then the thermal field
given by

T~r ,z!5Tm1Gz, ~2!

whereTm is the melting point of the pure substance andG is
the externally imposed thermal gradient. Under the assu
tion that only the undercoolings due to the disjoining pre
sure and front’s curvature are accounted for, the equilibri
temperature of the solid-liquid interface is given by@3#

Tint5Tm1DTcurv1DTdp, ~3!

where DTcurv is the curvature undercooling given by th
Gibbs-Thomson formula@7#,

DTcurv52
sS/LTm

L
K, ~4!

andDTdp is the undercooling due to the disjoining pressu
Pdp5A/6pg3, and given by@3,8#,

DTdp5
ATm

6pLg3~r !
. ~5!

Equation~5! is also referred to as a Derjaguin approximati
@9#. The symbols that appear in the above equations are
fined as follows:sS/L is the surface excess free energy
solid-liquid interface,L is the latent heat of fusion per un

FIG. 1. Sketch of a particle of radiusa near a deformedS/L
interface,g0 is the gap thickness at the origin,r 50 andh` is the
distance between the lowest point on the particle’s surface and
undisturbed planarS/L interface.
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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volume,A is the Hamaker constant whose sign is posit
when Pdp increases as the gap thicknessg(r ) grows small.
The width of the gap separating the particle from the low
half of the particle is given byg(r )5@h`1a2Aua22r 2u
2h(r )# whereh(r ) is the interface profile. The front’s cur
vature, which is taken to be positive when the center of c
vature lies in the solid phase, is given by

K52
h9~r !

@11~h8!2#3/22
h8~r !

r @11~h8!2#1/2. ~6!

The interface temperature is obtained upon evaluating
~2! at z50, and on using Eq.~3!, a differential equation for
the interface curvature is obtained, namely,

K5
A

6psS/L
g23~r !. ~7!

The following system of two first order differential equatio
for the interface profile results upon equating Eqs.~6! and
~7!,

dh

dr
5v~r !,

dv
dr

5~11v2!3/2F2
v
r

~11v2!21/22
A

6psS/L

u~a2r !

g3~r ! G ,
~8!

FIG. 2. Plot ofh(r ) for the caseA.0 for three values of the
gap separationg05380~top set!, 50 ~middle set!, and 20 Å~bottom
set!. The figure on the left side depicts the positions of the part
and interface over a horizontal extent of five particle diamet
while the corresponding figures on the right side are magnificat
of the near-contact region.
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where the unit step functionu(a2r ) is used to model the
fact that the disjoining pressure acts only in the melt fi
between the particle and the crystal. The above equations
complemented by the following conditions:~i! the symmetry
condition v(0)50 and ~ii ! far away from the particle, the
interface is not affected by the particle’s presence and s
remains planar, i.e.,h(r )→0 asr→`. Therefore, the deter
mination of the interface profile requires solving the boun
ary value problem~8!. We have undertaken the solution o
Eq. ~8! as an initial value problem by making use of a
assumed value for the profile’s location atr 50 and of the
symmetry conditionv(0)50; the correct value forh(0),
within discretization error, is the one that causesh(r ) to
vanish far away from the particle~taken here to mean five
particle diameters!. We circumvent evaluating Eq.~8! at the
origin by the following procedure: at the originr 50, we
have dv/dr52A/6psS/L@h`2h(0)#3 since v(0)50. On
using a forward difference formula fordv/dr, we obtain the
value of v to the right of zero as,v(d)52dA/6psS/L@h`

2h(0)#3 where we have setd510215. For r .d, Eqs. ~8!
are solved using the Matlab numerical routine ODE45.

We consider the numerical solution of Eq.~8! for an ex-
perimental system consisting of the transparent organic
terial Succinonitrile immersed with Polystyrene particl
~SCN-PS!. We have obtained the numerical values
the constants from Ref.@2#. They are Tm5328 K,
L54.63107 J/m3, sS/L50.03 J/m2. As for the Hamaker
constant, we have arbitrarily usedA5610219 J. This nu-
merical value ofA is typical for liquid films for which the
disjoining pressure results from the nonretarded van
Waals interactions. We have investigated the change in
morphology of the solid-liquid interface as it approaches
particle. Figure 2 depicts the profilesh(r ) for a particle ra-
dius a51 mm and for three distinct values of the gap sep
ration, g05h`2h(0). A shooting strategy is used to dete
mine the initial valueh(0) that makes the profile vanish at
distance 10a from the origin whileh` is chosen arbitrarily
and represents the distance from the planar interface to
lowest point on the particle’s surface; the parameterh` quan-
tifies the position of the particle with respect to the interfa
The values ofh(0) andh` used in these runs are 20 and 4
Å for the top plots, 70 and 120 Å for the middle plots, an
320 and 340 Å for the bottom plots. These correspond to
thicknesses 380, 50, and 20 Å, respectively. Notice the d
matic change in the interface shape as the gap separati
decreased. The bottom plot, which depicts an ultrathin
separation, shows an interface that has acquired a cus
shape while the amount of interfacial distortion is about 3
Å. The ratio of the amount of interface distortion to the pa
ticle’s radius is about 0.03. These runs reveal an impor
piece of information, namely, the very near proximity of th
particle to the crystal is associated with the formation o
bump whose curvature is very large. The cause for the la
curvature can be traced back to Eq.~7! that depicts a balance
between the disjoining pressurePdp and the pressure chang
due to the Gibbs-Thomson effect,PGT5sS/LK. Equation~7!
implies that the shape of the solid-liquid interface is det
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 022201
mined by a competition between the disjoining pressure
acts to increase the front’s curvature and the Gibbs-Thom
effect that acts to decrease it.

Figure 3 is an illustration of the particle-crystal interacti
for a negative Hamaker constant. Three distinct values forh`

are considered, namely210 Å for the top plots,2540 Å for
the middle plots, and25142.4 Å for the bottom plots. Thes
values correspond to the following calculated values of
initial value h(0), 287, 2587, and25187 Å, respectively,
and the resulting gap thicknessesg0 are 77, 47, and 44.6 Å
respectively. Attempts at solving Eq.~8! for a value ofh`

and corresponding value ofh(0) for which the gap thicknes
g0 is below 44.6 Å were unsuccessful. The numerical rout
is unable to meet the integration tolerances without reduc
the step size below the smallest value allowed by the
chine. Thus we are unable to confirm the formation o
sharp peak in the front’s profile in this case. The simulat
runs with macroscopic particles yield patterns similar
those depicted in Figs. 2 and 3.

III. COMPARISON WITH THEORY

An asymptotic analysis of the interface profile near a p
ticle was undertaken by Hadji@6#. He considered a couple
model of fluid flow and heat transfer that also accounts
heat flow in the particle and for the occurrence of interfac
deformations. The particle is assumed to be in near-con
with the front, namelyh5h* /a!1, wherea is the particle’s

FIG. 3. Plot ofh(r ) for the caseA,0 for three values of the
gap separationg0577 ~top set!, 47 ~middle set!, and 44.6 Å~bot-
tom set!. The figure on the left side depicts the positions of t
particle and interface over a horizontal extent of five particle dia
eters while the corresponding figures on the right side are mag
cations of the near-contact region.
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radius andh* is the dimensional thickness of the particl
crystal gap. A small perturbation parameter is introduced
setting h5eH where H5O(1). The analysis assumes th
following: ~i! the fluid flow motion induced by the particle’
movement is small enough to warrant the neglect of the
ertia terms in the equations of momentum conservation,~ii !
the interface equilibrium temperature accounts for the und
cooling terms due to front curvature and disjoining pressu
~iii ! the density changes due to changes in temperature
ignored so that the buoyancy term is absent in the mom
tum equations,~iv! the particle is assumed spherical and ne
trally buoyant, and~v! the particle’s thermal conductivity is
set equal to that of the melt so that no interfacial distortio
are caused by thermal effects. The model can easily be
tended to include the effects of the hydrodynamic pressur
the melt film that separates the particle from the front. In
case presented here, the fluid flow has no influence on
front’s morphology.

The following uniformly valid expression for the interfac
profile is obtained:

z~r !5
e3b

h3G F I 0@r /A2gh 1/2#E
r /~2gh!1/2

` jK0~j!dj

~11gj2!3

2K0~r /A2gh!E
0

r /A2gh jI 0~j!dj

~11gj2!3G , ~9!

whereG is the scaled thermal gradient,b is a grouping rep-
resenting the effect of the disjoining pressure,g is a grouping
representing the surface energy term,r is the radius, andI 0
andK0 denote the modified Bessel functions of order zero
the first and second kind, respectively. The precise defi
tions of these dimensionless symbols~see Ref.@6#! are: b
5A/(6pLa3), g5sS/LTme/(2a2LGh);e is the perturbation
parameter and is of the same order of magnitude as the
mensionless gap separationh. The plot of the asymptotic
profile represented by Eq.~9! is shown in Fig. 4 for param-
eter values corresponding to an SCN-PS experimental
tem @2#. Note that the front’s profile resembles the pe
shown in Fig. 2.

-
fi-

FIG. 4. ~left! Plot of the asymptotic profile represented by E
~9! in nanometers~nm! for a polystyrene particle of radiusa
51.0mm immersed in SCN;~right! plot of the slope of the inter-
face profileh(r ) in the near-contact region for a particle radiusa
51.0mm andA510219 J ~continuous line! and the scaled slope o
the asymptotic interface profile~dashed-dotted line! with e
51023.
1-3
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To obtain the asymptotic behavior of the interface pro
near the origin, it is convenient to letx5r /A2gh and rewrite
Eq. ~9! as

z~x!5
j3b

h3G F I 0~x!E
0

` jK0~j!dj

~11gj2!32I 0~x!E
0

x jK0~j!dj

~11gj2!3

2K0~x!E
0

x jI 0~j!dj

~11gj2!3G . ~10!

We let j5xy in the second and third integral terms and
using the facts thatK0(xy);2 ln(xy) and I 0(xy);1 as x
→0 given that 0<y<1, we have

z~x!;
e3b

h3G F E
0

` jK0~j!dj

~11gj2!3 1x2E
0

1 y~2 lnx1 ln y!dy

~11gx2y2!3 G .
~11!

We make use of the fact that 1/(11gx2y2)3;(123gx2y2)
given thatx!1 and 0<y<1 in the second integral. With
h5eH, the evaluation of the resulting expressions yields

z~x!;
b

H3G F E
0

` jK0~j!dj

~11gj2!3 1x2 ln x

2
x2

4
2

3

2
gx4 ln x1¯G as x

→0. ~12!

Upon reverting to the original unscaled variables, Eq.~12!
takes the following form forh(!1) fixed,

zS r

~2gh!1/2D;
b

H3G F E
0

` jK0~j!dj

~11gj2!3

1
r 2

2gh
lnS r

~2gh!1/2D 1¯G as r→0.

~13!
B

-
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The first integral term in Eq.~13! satisfies

0,E
0

` jK0~j!

~11gj2!3 dj,1.

The presence of the logarithmic term in the expression
z(r ) implies a logarithmic singularity in the curvature of th
interface profile. In order to compare the predictions of t
asymptotic analysis with the numerical results, we have p
ted in Fig. 4 the~numerical! slope,dh/dr5v(r ), for param-
eter values that yield a peak in the interface profile similar
that shown in Fig. 2, for a particle radiusa51.0mm and the
slope of the asymptotic profile@Eq. ~10!#. The fact that both
curves exhibit a sharp corner at the origin is an indication
the presence of a singularity in the front’s curvature ar
50. The asymptotic analysis predicts that the singularity
logarithmic. The experimental testing of the theoretical p
dictions put forth in this paper will require careful exper
ments in a microgravity environment to eliminate the pos
bility of buoyancy-induced flows and gravitational settling
the particle. These effects will normally obscure the obs
vation of the phenomena predicted in this paper. We
aware of one microgravity experiment dealing specifica
with the interaction of particles with an advancing soli
liquid interface that was performed recently on the spa
shuttle Columbia@10#. Unfortunately, the findings are o
little relevance to this study given that hardware constra
did not allow for a clear view of the particles near the cry
tallization front @11#.
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